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ABSTRACT 
The formation of silicon by the electron beam dissociation 'of 
absorbed tetramethylsilane has been investigated. The growth rate of 
the thin films of silicon was studied as a flincti·on of the vapor 
pressure of the reactive gas, the temperature of the substrate onto 
which·the gas was absorbed and the current density of the electron 
beam. . . 2 . Current densities between 1.0 and 10.0 ma/cm at vapor pres-
sures of 0.5 to 5.0 µ Hg were used for substrate te~peratures between 
140 and 200°c. Growth rate followed the rel_at:i.on, r = CPJeQ/RT, 
where c is a constant, P is vapor pressure, J is current density,. :Q: 
is heat of adsorption, R is the gas constant and T is the abst~.iute 
s.ubstrate surface temperature. Deviations from -this expressi.on' ~tre 
due to theoretically predicted satu;ra:·tions. The 9o~tision cross 
.. . 02 sect·i-on for tetramethy1~1iane was fo.und t<> be· 3615 A for· 300 volt 
·el~c:trons and its heat of ab·E;·prptj.on was· cal.culated to be 11 ~ 61 Kcal/mole. 
Electron diffraction and transmission electron microscopy re-
vealed that the as-deposited films were amorphous .. The resistiv1ty of 
the films varied with thickness and showed a minimum value of approxi-
·-'""·-----"'-···-·,.--... ·--.----~ -matel.y~_.105 -emn-cm. - Th±nn~1lms are less-·conductiv;,-b~;au-; th~ h-i~h--
amount of stress pr,esent increases scattering. Thicker films are less 
conductive because the impurity content of the films increased with 
film thickness. Heat treating at soo0c produced extensive gr.~in 
_growth and resistivities drop.ped by a factor of 103 . Annealing at 
0 
' 
. 300 C for·a few hours prior to t~e high temperature heat treatme~t 
.. decreased the resistivity, by about a factor of two,although no grain 
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and snowed a minimUJll value of approximately 105 -·ohm-crn. Thinner films are less conductive because the high amount of stress present increases scattering. Tticker films are les·.s conductive Heqause the impurity contPnt of the films in-creased with film thickness. Heat tre~ting at soo0 c produced extensive grain ~rowth a;nd resistivj,ties dropped by a factor of 103 0 Annealing at 300°c for a few hqur~ prior to the high temperature heat tr~atment dPcreased the resistivity by about a ~~ctor of two,although no grain growth.occurs at this temperature. It ts believed that some types of radiatioll damage are pi·esent and can be annealed out at th i's temperature. 
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growth occurs at this.temperature. It is believed that some types of 
radiation damage are present and can be annealed out at this temperature • 
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INTRODUCI'ION 
Historical - Review of the Literature 
·••· •. ,i--: 
:.• 
, In the past decade thin film technology has taken on new signi-
ficance. Previously metallic films were used ~or mirrors, interfe-
renc;e filters, de·cor-ative coa:tings, and corrosion protection, among 
other uses. Recently considerable effort has been expended so that 
thin films can be used in the electronics industry. Hence new interest 
in the electric, magnetic, photoelectric, and thennoelectric properties 
of thin films has developed. An understanding of these film proper-
ties has led to the fabric.Elt.ion of active and passive devices packaged 
into integrated small modules. Probably the most significantc~rrent 
applications of thin films are integrated re·S·i.s.tive-capacitive net-
works and beam-lead sealed-junction monolithic in.tegrated circui.t,s. 
A ·new deposition method would add variety and flexibility =to the. 
methods of those interested in the design of tn,in film devices and 
circuits. One such method that up to this time has received only 
sparse treatment is the electron beam decomposition technique. This 
study-is directed towards an understanding of the properties of thin 
- - - -,--r------------ ·- -" ·- - . - - - - - - .,.,.-- - - -------. -- - - - -- ·- ,;-
films made by this method. 
Electron beam deposition differs from vapor deposition. In the 
electron beam method a low-energy electron beam non-thernrally-de-. 
composes the molecules of a metal-bearing inorganic or organometallic 
compound that are adsorbed on a substrate leaving metal atoms on the 
substrate. The deposition is selective as it takes place only in the 
• 
c..--.--.. 
J 
. ___ / 
.. 
•• 
- l_ --- ---- -- - _..., •. -
-
-
-
-
-
,;..· .. 
··-• 
• 
~' 
4 
area of electron irradiation. On the other hand, vapor deposition 
1s a thermal process. Basically, it is non-selective but deposition 
can occur in selected areas if a mask is used. 
A search of the literature indicates that this method evolved 
from Ennos' study, of electron-induced contamination in continually 
1,2 pmnped vacuwn systems • It was observed that a beam of electrons, 
or other charged particles directed onto a surface in a kinetic 
., 
vacuum system results in a contaminating film being formed wherever 
the beam strikes the surf ace. This contamination can be very 
troublesome to electron microscopists. The effect was studied and 
found to be caused by the interaction of bombarding ~lectrons with 
organic molecules adsorbed on the target surface. Ennos found that 
the contamination could be decreased by preventing the undesired 
molecules from being adsorbed on the irradiated surface. Adsorption 
. was decreased either by heating the surface, so that gases are driv~n 
) 
off,.., or by surrounding the surface with a cold trap so that gas mole-
cule-s co1:1dense there. The surface had to be heated to 200°c or its 
surroundings cooled to -1s0c in order to get a ten-fold decrease in· 
contamination. Chri~ty3 1 _ ~n 1960, used this. re6-ult ~s ~ t~chnique to 
form thin polymer films by bombarding a substrate with electrons in 
the. presence of DC-704 silicone oil ·vapor. The deposition rate of 
... 
these films was found to depend on substrate temperature, electron 
beam current density, and oil vapor pressure·. The films had good 
I 
14 electrical insulating propert1es With resistivities greater than 10 
ohm-cm. At almost the same time Shoulders found a practical appli-
.. 
.. 
... .,. 
•I 
• .. · . 
5 
cation for polymerized films4 , 5 • Since siloxane films are similar to 
silicon monoxide but with some organic substituants, they serve 
nicely as a selectively deposited resist to protect metallic films 
during etching operations. 
Baker and Morris along with Christy have reported metal depo-
6 7 8 ~itions by electron beam decomposition from adsorbed vapors' ' • They 
accomplished this by irradiating tetrabutyltin, tetramethyltin, 
s'tannous chloride, and, tetraethyllead to yield films of t:i:ii ·or: :le.ad. 
Christy's most successful d~positions were (lone· wi.th: subs_tr:a-t.~:s _:he,.l:d·: 
·at -60°C. and: :by .bombarding Condensing st_S·;Ql)OµS chlorl-de· mo1Ef¢UJ~s 
wtth 225 volt:. elec:trQns at a current d·e·ns·:ity of 1 ma/cm2 ·• Under· 
these conditions. the films· were shiny i·n appearance at_ thick:nes.se:s 
., 
up to 1000 A. The _etectrical .re·s1~ttv1 ty was about three timeis. ·that 
of evaporated tin and ti.le.- c.:r.iti.cal cur.r.·E!~t :tor the superconducting-
to-normal transition was approximately one."'!'th"ird that for evaporated 
t1n films. A"t a higher current-' ~:en$ity· ( 5 ma/ cm2) Bake.r and Morris 
obtained reflecting thin f .. :Llms from th·e organometallics· but the 
resistivity showed large variations with changes in film thi:ckness 
(i.e., 50 to lQOO ohms--per·-squ-~re-·-for ·thicknes.s variations of 50 to· 
1500 A). 2 At the lower current density (1 ma/cm), Chri~ty found, 
with tetrabutyltin ·as the ~ctive spe.cie_s, that a semiconducting 
polybutyl polymer film was formed. 
Fritz, in 1964, reported the formation rif conducting tungsteri_ 
9 films by ele.ctron bombardment of tungsten hexacarbonyl vapor • In 
-this work the - substrates were held at room temperature, the vapor 
. .. 
~·: 
. . 
-
__ , -- ---- - - ·,.. 
J •• 
' 
• 
-.;..· .. ' 
6 
-4 pressure of the carbonyl at 4 to 6 x 10 T~rr, current density be-
tween 40 and 110 µa/cm2 , and accelerating potentials between 1000 
• 
and 2000 volts. An interesting result of this investigation is that 
the resistance of the.films had a negative temperature coefficient 
while both tungsten and tungsten carbide are known to have positive 
temperature coefficients. Hence it was postulated that the films are 
a three phase mixture of tungsten, tungsten carbide, and tungsten 
oxycarbides, with the latter being responsible for the negative 
temperature coefficient. This indicates that there .may b~. a. general 
problem assoc~_atf3d with e.le_ctron be8Jll deposition. There ·m~y be dif-
ficulty fn 'c~ptai.n..-i._ng- p11r~ 111etaJ fil_ms as there is tlB possibility of 
' .. . < .· 
... 
:ei"t:he:r .inc·omplete dissoci~.t.ion:· qr the entrapment of free radicals 
J1S ·the' ftlm grows. 
An excellent review of> the :a·bove and supp<:>rting work is given._' ;f_11· 
Lavin and Fort land's d iscussi_on ·on the· f·abrication. of electronfc 
.compo.n~nti;; .us.ing low-energy electron be.ams:-10 . 
. Recently, Russ:Can workers have fprnied silicon films by electron 
11 beam decomposition of triethylvinylsilane molecules • The deposition 
-3 -2 2 sures of 10 to 10 mm Hg., current densities of· 0.3 to 1.5 ma/cm, 
a.nd accelerating voltages ranging :fr.om .250 to 800 volts. The resis-
5 . 
-ti"vity data· varied from 5 x 10 ohms pe:r square for 450 A films to 
4: x 107 ohms per square for 1800 A films. The experimental data for 
growth rate agrees with a theoretical expression12 • 
The most recent contribution to the 1 i terat-.ure. w-~s. :m_acle by: the 
'._.~ 
'>i,,,--.--~-.-···--·-
) 
"'· 
.... 
7 
Mullard Research Laboratories13 • Here the previous work with stanno~s 
chloride (SnC12) was confirmed and extended to ·gold chloride (AuC13) _, 
molybdenum hexacarbonyl (Mo(C0) 6), aluminum chloride (A1Cl3), and 
aluminum iodide (AlI3). Conducting films were made by electron beam 
decomposition of the ~in, gold, and molybdenum compounds but the 
attempts with the aluminum compounds were not fruitful. Failure was 
~ 
attributed to the pydrolysis of the aluminum halides yielding non-
volatile aluminum oxide. No aluminum was adsorbed on the bombarded 
surface. 
Although many successful depositions have been reported, the only 
measured physical prope.rty has been resistivity and little work has 
been done on ft·lm structure or chemical composition. The mechanism 
of decomposition has not been well investigated. 
Statement of the Problem 
. ' The structure of a metal ... 11nd :tts rel·ati.on to the physic-al and 
mechanical properties of the metal is. c>f major interest to the 
' . physical metallurgist. Electron beam deposition has been shown to 
produce metallic films. Knowledge of film structure produced by 
the properties of the metal deposited and to mechanisms of decompo-~ " 
sition and film growth. 
. this work. 
Structural studies -will be empha~ized in 
Today, ~emiconducting materials, especi~lly sili.con, are ex-
tremely important in device fabrication. Numerous studies of thin 
film semiconductors have bee~ carried out including reports on 
.. 
----~~'L. - ----. - ----,cc,• .• 
•; 
,/·-· 
_/'' 
. . 
·.~ ... , •. 
•\ 
·.p: 
,.·. 
,. 
'ti. 
8 
,_ 14 15 16 
evaporated ' and sputtered silicon. It was decided to study ·the 
properties of silicon films produced by electron beam deposition·and 
compare them to the results obtained by evaporation and sputtering. 
Tetramethylsilane Si(CH3) 4 was chosen as the active species. 
It is a simple organometallic. 
H 
--·- I 
H· -H-:C-H H . 
. 1 . , ' 
11:--.c--Si-- C-H 
. l I I 
·H H- C-H H 
I 
H 
The methyl substitutional. radical is .the lightest and simplest of the· 
paraffin series (i.e. , CnH2n+l). This compound is very volatile .. and·, 
should keep the deposition or entrapment of hydrocarbons to a minim.uni.., . 
• 
The compound contains no oxygen atoms, this should keep silicon 
oxide from being part ~f: a· multi-phase product. The compound is ::a 
high vapor pressure liquid. at room temperature (720 mmHg at 2s0 c) 
and it is a simple task to bleed its vapor into a vacuum chamber • 
• 
--·-----·---~-..... -.·> ............ ______ ... - ·--~--- ~--h.on1. __ pr.evi.0J1~_r_ep.ort.s6.! 7 ' .. ~, 9_,~?!~_! ___ it is obvious that the cri-
.. 
. ~ .-~-.-------·-- . ·---- - . ··- ----- ....... -. --------- ---- .._.. ..... - ---~- ~. 
tical variables of· deposition are vapor pressure, substrate temperature, 
-~· 
... "' 
and current density, Successful depositions have been made only when 
' 
.the proper combination of these variables was employed. Hence, one 
objective of this investigation was to study growth rate as a function· 
of these three variables. The. other o~jectives were to determine the 
morphology, composition and electrical properties of the resulting 
films. 
·,· 
- - - . - . ' -\ --· ............... ---··'" .,. -
1•·, "'F' ... 
· .. ·: 
--------
... -- _,._ .. --~-· -
... 
·, 
9 
The deposition apparatus was designed to facilitate the experi-
mental measurement of growth rate and its relation to the variables 
ment.ioned above. Morphology and composition were examined by trans-
mission electron microscopy, electron diffraction studies, optical 
emission spectrographic analysis, infra-red absorption spectra, and 
chromatograph gas analysis data_. Electrical properties were studied 
by the measurement of resistivity at various film thicknesses before 
and after heat treatments. 
. ,, 
- --- - •.• -.- ;.,....A,..-..:..:...---l...__.:.. ___ -c.. .. _ ... - ---; ·---;....,---;-;. ---. +--·:-,..:.. -.--~ ·---.-.._. ___ _....._ ;. --... - · .. ·· -- -- . "'-··-~: · .. ·•··... . ~ . ---:-:---:- ----~--· 
- - _: ... ...:.. ..... ·:·~ ... - :-.--.::.· . ...:.__... ___ ,....:.: --· - __ ._:_... - ·.:-- ... ··-·-·. -- --
,-, 
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II. 
Deposition Apparatus 
,I 
... " 
10 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
" 
, . .;,. 
A Tri-Metal Works bell jar vacuum system was modified for use 
.. 
in these experiments. An electron gun was put into the bell jar 
.-
along w1th a substrate holder and its accessories. A movable shutter 
was put in front of the substrate holder so that the gun could be 
turned on and warmed up without bombarding the substrate. A diagram 
of the depos1tion apparatus housed in a bell jar vacuwn chamber is 
given in Figure 1. The electron gun elements are shown on the right 
side of the figure. The substrate holder, heater, and thennocouple 
are also shown. The movable steel shutter between the gun and sub-
strate anode was insulated from ground and when closed acted as a sub-
stitute anode to enable beam current measurements. Figure 2 gives 
. 
. 
a circuit schematic of the electron gun. It shows the bias circuitry 
consisting of an accelerating supply (VA), the grid supply (V0), and 
the lens supply (VL). The armneter~ m1 and m2 measure cathode and 
beam durrent respectively. The deflection plates are not shown since 
they were not used and remained grounded. 
... ·- . - - / 
--
.. ... --- . - - .. .., 
- . -
-The vacuum· ch~amber consisted of a 15-inch diameter, 12-inch 
high Pyrex bell jar mounted on an aluminwn co11·ar which was on a 
, stainless steel base plate. Access ports in the collar were used to 
supply the vapor for deposition, to provide mechanical motion to the 
shutter, to provide electrical feedthr.oughs, and to insert ion and 
' 
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thermocouple gauges. The bell jar was evacuated by a Consolidated 
Vaccum Corporation eve Model PMC 720 4 inch diffusion pump backed 
by a Welch Model 1397 B mechanical pump. Dow Corning DC-704 silicone 
oil was used in the diffusion pump. The throat of the pumping system 
was equipped with a cold trap which was cooled with liquid nitrogen. 
This trapping was necessary to eliminate backstreaming of the heavy 
silicone oil molecules. It was found ·that the rate of. polymer film 
growth was negligible under these conditions. 
During pump-down, pressure was measured w.ith Ha=stings-Raydist 
thermocouple gauges in the micron (10-3 Torr) range. Higher vacuum 
was measured by an NRC type 507 _ionization gauge. Pressures during 
' 
the depositions,when vapor was introduced into the system, was 
measured by the ion gauge rather than the thermocouple gauge because 
of its greater accuracy in the range of interest. The tetramethyl- . 
silane vapor had a delete~_ious e.:ffe.ct· .on ion gauge filaments, limiting 
the time of gauge use. 
The substrate holder and heater combination was fabricated from 
high density alumina sheet mounted on an aluminum back plate. The 
alt!mina was dr~lled an(l~ooyed to a~mmodate _a __ tungsten heater __ ---· 
,, . ---- - winding. The substrates were held in C~tact with the alumina surface 
·, 
). 
by means of a copper support fixture. An iroh-c~nstantan thermocouple 
was mounted to contact the substrate surface and measure its temp-
erature during the deposition reaction~ 
The electron s.ource was. a rectilinear flow electron gun type 
MR 2-05003 supplied by Energy Beams, Inc. Essentially it is a triode 
I 
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with the grid operated at positive bias to draw anode currents. The 
cathode was held at a negative accelerating potential with the anode 
grounded, for safety reasons. The substrates-were mounted at the 
anode. An electrostatic focusing cylinder and electrostatic deflection 
plat'es were ~ituated between the control grid and anode. The filament 
was a 7-mil tungsten wire tac-welded to stainless steel studs mounted 
in a replaceable ceramic disc. The control grid enclosure is made of. 
molybdenum and the remainder of the gun was machined from stainless 
steel and lava ceramic. The gun can produce a 3/8-inch spot at an 
anode plane which is held 2 inches fr_om the gun exit plane. A .beam 
current of 10 ma at a 300-vol t accelerating potential could .b:e ~a:stl>31 
obtained and the beam ·curr~nt could be varied by adju~t.1ng the heater 
\,, power to the filament. At higher accelerating potentials beam current 
18 increased as the 3/2 power of voltage 
•• 
The ac·celerating voltage was 
obtained f·rom a Lambda Model 71 high voltage supply. A Power Designs 
Model TW-4005 power supply was floated at cathode potential and was 
used to bias the control grid. The electrostatic focusing lens was 
:'bfased by a Kepco Model BOOB high voltage power supply. Cathode and 
beam currents were measured by Weston Model 901 ammeters to within 
+ :-:- 0.025%. A Simpson Model 206 multimeter was utilized for general . . 
electrical measurements and trouble shooting. 
The tetramethylsilane was contained in a Pyrex vessel connecte:d 
.. to the vacuwn system .by an.0-ring coupling. The vapor pressure of 
I this silicon co.mpound was sufficiently high to allow 1t to be admitted 
( . 
. : 
I 
-, 
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into the vacuum chamber at room temperature by the simple use of a 
needle valve. 
Photographs of the equipment are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. 
Figure 3 shows the entire deposition apparatus with bell jar chamber 
and supporting elect.ronic equipment. Figure 4 displays the_ internal 
part of the chamber. It shows the electron gun, vapor source, 
ionization gauge, electrical feed-throughs, and the variac which con-
trolled the substrate heater. Figure 5 is a close-up photograph of 
the electron gun and target. It clearly shows the electron gun, open 
shutter, substrate hold~r, thermocouple, substrate heater, and el~ri-
_tron gun wiring. 
Deposition Conditions .and'. Procedure 
Most of the specimens were depositecf on amorphous f.us·e:d ·quar~:z 
substrates 1/16 i'n. x 3/4 in. x l in. Some work was done. on .single 
crystal sodium chloride, pressed ·potassium bromide ~.is.qs·, and single 
crystal silicon slices. 
The preparation of. the, quartz substrates involved ·a·n fni.tial 
cleaning in hot conce·~tr·ated hydrochloric acid. to remove any t~a.·c.e· of: 
.,, \'"'·"···"',. polishing compound.. Tllen they were ultrasonically washed in tri-
chloroethylene, ultrasonically rinsed in ac~tone, dried in air, and 
-stored in a desiccator to prevent the absorbtion of moisture. 
The slide on which the deposition was to be conducted was loaded 
i.nto the copper holder and the system was allowed to pump down. When 
-6 
a vacuum of 5 x 10 Torr or better was attained, the substrate was 
heated to approximately 2506c in order to degas volatile contaminants 
r, 
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from the surface. Once ultimate vacuum (typically 8 x 10-7 Torr) 
was reached, the substrate temperature was readjusted to the depositi-on 
temperature. 0 0 Three deposition temperatures were used 140 C, 170 C, 
and 200°c which were controlled to+ 3°C. 
-
The compound to be dissociated was then admitted into the vacuum 
chamber through an Edwards High Vacuum Ltd. bellows sealed needle 
valve. Typical operating pressures were 0.5 to 5.0 µ Hg. The highest 
operating pressure was limited by electrical arc formation between 
electron gun elements. After the vapor pressure stabilized, a few 
minutes· were allowed to pu.rge any possible residual air from the vapor 
vessel. The electron gun :yoltages were then adjusted (typical volt-
... 
ages were 300 volt accele.rating potential, 65 volt control grid po-
tential, and 50 volt lens potential) and the filameQt heater power 
turned on. While the gun was turned on the shutter· was kept closed. 
This blocks electrons from the substrate and allows a current measure-
ment. After the beam and cathode currents were recorded the shutter 
was opened allowing electrons to impinge on the substrate. Simul-
, 
taneously, a timer began to record deposition time. 
Most experimental runs were between 30 1'inutes and 2 hours. 
During the run, cathode current was monitored and maintained at the 
-value recorded at the start of the run. This kept the beam current 
constant through the entire run. A run was terminated by turning off 
the gun -and closing the needle valve._ 
I 
Measurements 
Growth Rate 
As mentioned before, the three variabl~s·· of importance are · 
., 
",+,c .. , ;.• . ."' -, .. ;,:: ', .-·-;;:·:::. ('• '• 
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vapor pressure, substrate 't.emperature, and current density •. Vapor 
pressure was read directly on the ionization gauge as background 
pressure is only 0.1% to 0.01% of the total fressure. The substrate 
surface temperature was measured directly b·y the aforementioned ther-
mocouple. Knowing the area of deposit, the total beam current and 
assuming a uniform electron flux over the area, the current density 
can be estimated as the ratio of beam current to area. Using thi_s 
approach a value can be measured or adjusted for each of the variables 
on each individual deposit. 
Prior to deposition, lines of CQllodion were painted on the 
-substrates. After deposition these lines were less adherent and could 
. 
. be easily scraped off with a scalpel making steps in the film and 
faci.litat~ng thickness measurements. A Taylor-Hobson Model 3 Talysurf· 
. . 
' profilimeter was ·used to make these measurements. Knowing the de-
position time ·and :~Ss.tiiiling a constant rate of growth the ratio. -of. 
, thickness to time give.s the, growth r,a.te. 
Using these assumptioµs, growth rate was studied in terms of~ 
the measured vari~bles. Accelerating voltage was not included as a 
.,.. 
.. 
variable since m~ny previous reports have shown it has no effect · ,_ 
within wide limits 6, 7 , 9 , 11 . A 300 volt accelerating potential was 
used through.out this investigation. 
Morphology 
Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction were 
the ~echniques used to study film structure. A Hitachi Model Hu llA 
electron microscope was used in t~is investigation. Films between 
~OOA and 1200A thick-were used for this purpose. Samples were pre-
.~. 
... ,;.-.. ---------· 
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pared by etching away the quartz substrate material with concentrated 
hydrofluoric acid and floating up pie~es pf film. The film is not 
attacked by hydrofluoric acid. After diluting the acid, specimen 
pieces were quickly picked up on 200 mesh nickel grids. Some speci-
mens were studied in the as deposited state, others were heat treated 
in vacuum at temperatures of soo0c, soo0c, and 1000°c for periods of 
1, · 2 and 4 hours prior to study. The_ effect of annealing temperature 
and time on grain growth was observed by these methods. 
Heat treatments were carried out in a (l_U.artz-tube vacuum fur.nace. 
Figure 6 is a· photograph of the entire furnace and Figure 7 is .a ·close-
up photograph of th~ t:µb~. Samples were placed -in a stainless steel 
core, bored to accept th~ nickel grids. A thermoco~ple mounted to 
an 0-ring coupling served to seal the furnace, provi.de mechanical 
support to the cor·e, a·na measure the core teinperature.. The core was 
held in the. central part of ·th~ qlit=trtz tube which wa~s he.ated by a 
I 
Nichrome windl11g op. t·he tube outer wall. A variable alternating 
current source _provicte·d p·ower to· the heater. A timer in the circuit 
. 
. -
allowed for un?ttended operation. The pumping system consisted of a 
Varian Type 941-5610 v·ac-sorbtion roughing pump and a Varian Type 
---------- -·----···----·. --------··--·---------- .... 
---··----
--------• -- -- _.I -• 
.. --:· ,_. 
911-5011 Vac-ion high vacuum pump. This system could maintain a pre,s.-
sure of approximately 'i x 10-7 Torr at :a ,furnace temperature of lOQ()~d •• : 
Chemi9al Composition 
/' Optical emission ~pectrographic analy·sis was used to determine the 
tra~e impurity content of the films. Thick films were deposited on 
spectrographically-pure graphite substrates and scraped off with a 
•) 
:, 
~ -- -- ---
. 
. 
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platinum spatula.· The resulting powder samples were fired in a 
muffle furnace in air for approximately forty-eight h·ours at 650°c 
( to burn off the- graphite. The recovered samples were placed on 
graphite electrodes fired and analyzed. The tetramethylsilane w~s 
analyzed by the same technique. A large amount was evaporated from 
a graphite cup and the residue analyzed. 
The optica 1 emission sp~ctrosQopy equipment used was insensitive 
to carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and the noble ·gases. Since 
·there is a chance of hydrocarbon entrapment, the presence or absence 
of these elements must be determined. Hence oth~r techniques were 
used to further study composition. 
A chromatograph gas analysis was performed. Specimens were pre-
pared on one-half mil thick high pu~ity low gas content platinum foil 
substrates. Deposites were made at six different thicknesses ranging 
from approxim~tely 800A to 3500A. In this way, information on gas 
content and radical entrapment can be obtained as a function of. 
thickness. 
Infra-red absorption. spectra were taken on a Beckmann Model 
~ 
.. 
.IR-4 spectrophotometer. A wavelength range of 14.0 to 1.0 niig:rg_ns __ was --~-_· ________ _ . . ~ - - . - . -.-- -. - --~ -~- - ..;.. -~ ------ - ------- ------
-···~- ---- --------· 
· scanned. Initial specimens were prepared as films on single crystal 
sodium chloride substrates. These were not usable due to excessive· 
peeling and cracking of the film. However, the fflm was removed by \. 
... 
dissolving the sodium chloride in water. Then it was dried and ground 
into a fin~ powder. A small amount of this powder was thoroughly 
mixed with potassium bromide powder and pressed into pellet form for-
infra-red examination • 
• 
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_ Films about 1.-0 to 1. 5 microns thick were deposited on clear 
KBr pellets as an alternate method of sample preparation. 
An additional alternative was to deposit approximately 1.0 
micron of film on a single crystal silicon slice. These samples 
served a dual purpose. They could act as infra-red absorption speci-
mens and the process could be evaluated for low tempe-rature epitaxial 
growth. 
Electrical 
After deposition w~s :compl,ete and the col,lodion lines were re-
.... 
moved, strips of f ilDl remained _on the substrate. Each strip was in-
sulated from a~j~_cent ·_strips: by the. quartz substrate. Nichrome-gold 
two layer electrodes ·were. eva-p·orated onto the ends of the_se strips 
and soft aluminum ·wire leads were joined with silver epoxy to the el~c-
' trodes. The sample ·resistance was measured with a Keithley Model 602 
solid state electrometer. Knowing the dimensions of the rectangular 
sample, resistivity was calculated. A current-voltage method was 
used for correlation. -ln this technique a Power Designs Model 2005 
precision power supply was the power source. The Keithley Model 602 
- -- -- ---
• 
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. 
-·"'· ___ -- ,_ ------··· -- .. -~- u-sed ··~u:f "an ·ammeter served nicely in this· method. 
i'' 
The resistivity of heat treated samples .was "also investigated. 
Films on quartz slides were annealed in a Lindberg Type 54357-A 
alumina tube furnace. This is a resistance heated three zone furnace. 
) During operation the tube was back filled with B!gon at a positive 
pressure and a constant flow rate maintained to prevent oxidation. 
The temperatures of heat treatment were 300°c and soo0 c. From 
electron microscopy work, it is known that the 300°c treatment does 
-
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not change the crystalline structure. This experiment was done to 
check for the presence of radiation damage17 • The ( 
. 0 800 c·treatment brought about an amorphous to crystalline change in 
the material and the effect of this structural change on resistivity 
\ was observed • 
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,. . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Growth Rate 
' Theoretical 
3 Christy has derived an expression applicable to the growth rate 
of 'films fonned by electron beam decomposi~ion of adsorbed molecules 
when the growth rate depends upon both the current density and the 
pressure fn the system. His derivation is expanded upon here. Let 
m molecules be adsorbed on the substrate surface per unit area, with 
mean time of stay T, and p molecules per unit area have been dissociated. 
Then dp/dt is proportional to the rate of growth of the film. Let cr 
be the collision cross section and f the electron flux. Then consid-
ering a first-order rate proces·s one can write, 
dp/dt = :Cifm. (:1) 
Let there be n molecules per·µ~it area per unit time that strike the 
substrate surface from the vapor. The change in the number of molecules 
on the surface with respect to time is equal to tile number of molecules 
arriving at the surface per unit t.ime less those desorbed and those 
.. 
dissociated per unit time. T_h:i._s ·conservation requirement can: be written 
as, 
dm/ dt = n ·- m/1" - dp/dt. (2) 
, .""?"".- •.. _-Subs-ti-tuting (-1)- and---·(2) and separat-ing variables results ..-in, 
dm 
. .., 
(3) 
-.m 
·. ·crf:. + . 1/T 
·, 
II,! 
~ .. 
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·integrating ·equation (3) gives, 
.. [ n 
· -ln 
'af+l/T -mJ = C 4:1 f + 1/r ) t • ln K' (4) 
where K' is the constant of integration. Solving (4) form yields, 
. n . 
m = ·---af+l/T 
1-Ke -( O' ,t+l/T )t (5) 
where K = C at+l/T ) K'/n and depends on the initial conditions. Also 
. 
m must assume values~ O, this restricts K to be O ~K~ 1 • 
. As a first case, assume a partially covered surface, that is 
m < 1/a, whelle a is the cross sectional area of an adsorbed molecule. 
Equation (1) can not be integrated in its present form since mis a 
function of time. Substituting the value of m from (5) ·1nto (1) 
allows integration. This results in, 
n K p - t + - e l+ 1 a f+l/,-
af·T 
The constant of integration ic11 can be evaluated 
condition of p = 0 at t = O, and it follow that, 
n 
·p = l+l/O'T f 
K t +----
CJ f+l/T 
-( Of+l/T )t +Kll 
(6) 
from the initial 
-( O' f+l/T )t l 
e -1 6) 
If either cr f or .1/T is much greater than unity, than __ K ___ ~ o 
' ·•. C' f+l/T 
t 
and, 
n p: ·= 
.. · t (8) l+l,,0-T f 
. '
/. 
.. , 
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• f 
The thickness of the film is vp, where vis the volume of the metal 
atom resulting from a dissociating collision;· Growth rate can be 
defined as, 
r = vp/t. •• (9) 
Then it follows that; 
nv 
(10) 
' E<j'Uation (10) states that at either high current density (large f). or 
low substrate temperatures (large T) the growth rate saturates at, 
r ~ nv. (11) 
This saturation should be observed if the pressure is held constant . 
.., 
and the current density increased without limit. At low current density 
(small f) or high temperature (small T), the growth rate is given 
approximately as, 
r ~ n r v u f .. (12) 
As a second case consider the surf ace always completely covered 
1:)y a monolayer of mol8cules. This happens when the flux of molecules 
from the vapor is so large that m = 1/a at all ~imes. Hence, m = 1/a 
' 
is substituted into equation (1) ptior to integration to Yield. after 
1ntegration. 
. (13) 
... 
_; 
,,,- :'\,, '' 
''-· -~>- ..... J~ ......... _ .•.•• -- ____,. 
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.. 
.... .--,-,,- ..... - .. ----..,, ' 
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Again the· integration constant is evaluated to be o from the initial 
1
·COnd1 tion 0£ p ·= 0 at t = O. This yie~ds a growt~ rate of., 
r = Wf 
a 
(14) 
\ 
T~e rate is independent of pressure, since ther~ is a molecule waiting 
to be hit by every electron. This is a saturation that would be 
observed if current density is held constant and pressure is increased 
without limit. 
Comparison of Experiment and Theory 
Most of the depositions during this investigation were carried out 
at relatively high substrate temperatures and medium current densities. 
Therefore, equation (12) is applicable to the experimental con~itions. 
This relationship will be applied to silicon deposition. We will 
consider the collision cross section to be constant and use th·e 
following notation for the other parameters: 
0 
r is growth rate in A/ sec. 
o2 
.n .,is the number of molecules striking surface/A sec •. 
·T 1S the mean time of stay in sec. 
o3 
V 1S the atomic voltmle of silicon in A • .. 
f is the number of electrons striking surface;i2 sec. 
··-·- - -··· -- ~ 
·· --cr 1s the collision cross section in i 2 • 
Applying deBoer,t s theoretical treatment of adsorption, based. on 
(12) 
the kinetic theory of gases, yields expressions for n and T. 
n is given by, 
n 
··"t, 
-
-
NP 
\/,.;;2t=,M=R=T=--, (15) 
-------------t-· -"-------------
:i..:. - -
·. . 
, .. 
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and where N is Avogardo's number, P is the vapor pressure· of the 
adsorbin.g compound, M is the molecular weight of the adsorbed mole-
cules, R is the gas consta~t, and T is the absolute temperature of 
the vapor molecules. The second parameter· T is given by, 
T = ,: eQ/RT 0 (16) 
/' 
.. 
where T0 is the oscillation time of111>lecules in th~ adsorbed state~ 
Q is the heat of adsorption or the aJJK>unt of heat liberated· when a 
molecule goes from the gaseous state to the adsorbed state, T is the· 
absolute temperature .of the adsorbent's surface. 
estimated from the following equation.<~2) 
....-----
To= (4.75 X 10-13) W(V) 
2 I 3 
Ts 
. 
T 0 can be 
:(l7) 
where W is the :·mean molecular weight per constituent ~tom., ·v is the 
,, 3 mol~r volume in cm , and T5 is the absolute melting t·~mpe.rature of the 
adsorbent. 
.. 
The electron- flux· is :fo.11µd_ ~fi-re.ctly .f:rom :tll'e, measu·re:d ·current 
density and ls .g).v·~·n b.y, 
·f ·~ J/q, (18) 
where J is the current density· and q is the charge on an electron 
f• 
. ~S~~-~t~t1:1ti1!g equ.~ttop.s (15), (16) ,__and .. (18)- i-nto equation·-(i~} .... _ .
. gives, 
where··· 
.. t 
r ; CPJeQ/RT 
N <T ToV C = 
q "12 1rMRr 
"Th.e ·t.erm ·c. -i~ ·a. constant, sine:;e " was assumed const·ant. 
PS:: 3757 I 
(19) 
(20) 
I 
. I 
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A value for T 0 can be calculated from equation (17). It was 
calculated for sil~con, since 'upon dissociation and deposition of J\D- }..,.. 
initial monolayer, subsequent molecules are being adsorbed on a 
silicon surface. Using values of Ts= 1683°K, V = 12cc, and W = 28 
for·silicon, the result is, 
-13. 1" o = 1. 4 X 10 . :~e~ .: (21) 
The volwne of a silicon atom is'. ~'.alculated from the lattice 
parameter of diamond cubic silicon b:y· :considering the unit cell as a. 
-
.. 
collection of rigid spheres. fn c·ontact. The diameter of· a silicon 
-atom, then, is giv~n simply by the. distance of close~t approach of 
atom centers in a crystal· o.f s1:1.icon_. ';I'be- .latt.lce· parameter of .di:/Unond 
. 0 
· cubic silicon is 5.43 A. Ther~f.ore, ·the ·dtamet:er: .of -~ ,~ilicon, atqm Is· 
the distance between the at.om· cert.t::ers: 1.oc.:at·ed a.t :(000) and (1/4 1/4 -1/4), 
. . 0 
3 wh.i'ch. :l_s: 2·._.:35 A. 'From :th:iS ., th·e at.onti.:-C 'vo.lume .of· Si l'i con f$:,.. V' ~ 6. 8 ~ • 
·s0t1b~t-ft .. uting'. a/1.i known. values it)to :equation (20) and: placing the 
.. _.. . _. Q/RT r = ·(l .::22 -~- 10 ll.X C1PJe 
where P is inµ- ijg Jind· ·J: .i.s· iri .:ma/·cm.2 .. :~nq ··r is in i;sec.· 
·data at equal pressure and: current density btit ~t ·di:fferent tempera-
tures. Plot.ting ln (r) ver·sus. 1/T should .. yie,i-c1 :(il· straight line with a . · .. · . . - .. ,. .. 
slope of Q/R. ·Tabl~ 1 ltsts :s,:1.z data ·po:int.:$ ·at ,equal current density ' 
and pressu~.e and Figure ·8 is a plo.t- ·of· In (r):: against 1/T for these data. t 
A leas·t ·-sqµares analys~s of th~e, d·ata.. y-ields .. a Stt·aight line with a 
;.• 
.. 
r 
' 
-
_;t 
__...__ ~ .. \~.--·--~ -
\ 
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correlation coeffic'ient of 0.982 .. and the slope gives a heat of. a.Q•o1-p-
. 
tion equal to 11.61 kcal/mole. Thts· · ,,.al ue seems reasonable, since 
heats of adsorption between 10 and 15· kcal/mole represent values 
found for many volatile organic substances o ( 12) 
A value for '1 was calculated using equation (22) in the f.orm:., 
(23)· 
for twelve values of the experimentally measured growth rate. The. 
-- ---- .,-- ... - .--···--------------. .. - - - . 
average value of collision cross sectioi1 -t·o:f :these twelve san1ples 1$. 
:>2 
3615 A , and this is used as an estimate o.f the- t·rue; -r, • .Table, lI 
is a summary of. t:his calculation. The. :ind.iv..idual values: fo.r er: ·appea.r. 
to :be :group·ed abou.t the average with the: e~c~.ption .. o.f" s.ample.·s 9 =and' 
i.·2. T:h.e standa.·rd deviation of these.v.ai11es, ·exc_tu~1ng· saml>.leJ,: 9 :~ti~ 
' ' Q2 12 ·is 442 A • 
. ,,·, , 
Assuming a q"ircular ·coll,is:i._Q.ri: ... c.ro:ss ~ife-ct:ion·al are.a, the ave·r~ge -~ 
(i.e. ' 2 . a = 3615 i ) gives a: '.coll'ision :rad:ius= .. o.f :33 .4 R. A calcul.ai::io·n 
based o-n the density of tetramethy1s1i.a.ne . ( .p .-- • 651 gm3 ) :ylelcl~· a. cm· · 
m,ol~9:Ul~t·· ."tad:i.us of 3.8 ~o The radtus of the colllsion :¢rt>:s·-s s·¢~ct-iQii: 
is approx_imatety .9 times gre~te;r than the molecula.r rad·lus, so it· 
i 
l 
I 
\ I 
,.( 
~ .. 
appe~~s -~~, ~-h!J~~-~- e:ie~rg~:y· ,transfer between_~~. ~!-~.~.!-~~----~!1.~-_ .. a mol~;e_t1~_e 
can ta~e' ;Pla·c~- ·anywh.e.re within. :"9 molecular radii. 
,_ -~-- - - -· -•._:,_ ·- :---~-. 
Equation (19), at.a.: coh.stan.t t:"E!nripe:rature and v.apc>:r pressure .. ,. :-p.re-
: .... 
diets a linear relat·ion· betwe~n growth rate and· C'U:rrent:· densi.t:y·o .Like-
'· 
. ,vise, at constant tempe~ature ap.d current density the rate o:f growth 
. .. 
should fnc'.re:·as.e linearly with ... increases in pressure o Th:¢ _growth rate 
data in Table III were tak.en. a-t. -a: constant vapor pressu~~ ·of 3o0 µ Hg at 
,. ) 
' 
'· 
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~ 
. 
. different current densities and at three ,substr-ate temperatures.. These 
da.ta are presented in Figure 9. The solid lines are predicted from 
equati~ (22) using the values of Q (11.61 i9al~ole) and u(3615 X2> 
calculated above. The agreeme11t ·is excellent ·at the higher temperatures· 
(170°c and 200°c), but sys·tematic devi11ti'o11,~: :at the low temper:at,ure: 
(140°c) for high curre_nt ··cte._nsiti-~$ ·itr.e o.bs·er:ved·. This can _b~ .e.xplain_eg. 
in the· l'~gµt of the theoretical c·a lt:l(l~·tions ... prEtvd_:ou_sly· ·dlscµsseil in· 
:The: m.~):isu-rements Ii.s·t.-~,d in T·abl:e t--y =w~re taken at a con.stant current 
.··- . . .. ,. I 2 d:~Iisi:t:y .of :5 i-0 m~' ·cm but at, (i:tff.erent: v·a __ pot .pressures. Th_e·· .substrate 
te~.P-~t:a.tur·e-.. :was held at the s:ame ·values· t.fse:Q: in the previous runs qf:: 
·T--able IIl (i_.e_.: t40°C-; _r70~C, and :~oo0c).~ ·. F±gure lO .giv.e.s :th,e· data 
'·· 
. 
·i 
ba..s,ed 011 ·equati:oi1 (22.). . . . . . ... · 6, ... -o · The- ;agr¢ement -i.~ good ·for the. 17,0 C·· .:and ·200- · c .. 
'~·.nq: hi_gher- pf.'e:s:·s·ures a:r·~ r~gular and atlp~ar ·to·. be: .erit.h.¢.r a. dis9on:.t~nuous . . .· . .· ' 
se~m$ .most likely since the: ~x_p.¢'ti:men.tal Gt?ndJ·t:ions. ar.e t.h.ose of. the 
·, 
_ Aa t.ura tion- predicted -by -equation:- -(~·14 Y-/ · -.. · -.-·- -· - ·- - -- - ~ .... ~ :-· -- . . . ' . . 
. 
· .. 
In review, the growth rate was_ :t·ou.i:id: to follpw_ the. theor~tic.all,'y= 
predicted :behavior in both the linear :~~g sa.t:.uration- :r.eg'ions. 
·General Obs.~rvations 
t;n_. the: as~deposi ted state.- ~Jl :f\i_..ims: a·dhef~d_ ·t:ena:c-iot(~ly to· the 
·quartz substrates and could not be _ :r¢mo.ve.d ·with ·vt-gorous rubb_trig. 
. 
~ ' . . 
'( After high temperature (800°C) heat ·treirtment the· films could ~ie ·.easily 
:'>: 
·-. --. -,· -_,_.., '""'· .,_,·.;; -- ""(;c ·,· i ,._ •• ,.' •• -: -·~,,-_-,_-·;ri ·- ,., ··--·· --....... -, ,.' .•.... ,,. 
~ ' 
.. 
- :.•.-:-:---.-· -- .. , --
r-1/1~~~ .. 1s-\:ffll.1 ___ ... ______ ....... _______________________________________ _ 
I 
,.. 
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removed by rubbing but remained continuous. The films were reflective 
and appeared metallic- in the center of the deposited spot, but the 
periphery of the spot displayed interference colors dµe to changing 
film thickness~ The high. temperature heat treatment caused the films 
to become brown and less reflective. 
Morphology 
Transmi.ssfon: et-e·ctr·oh m·~cr·osc·opy-- a·nd- ·electron dif fractl.on ·showed. 
, . . . . .. i.f•.•·'"" 
the as-de.pos_·ited films: t-o .be amorphous: .. ; -Af,ter heat treatment at soo
0 c 
I 
or above- the :films. becam_e polycrystallin.¢·. The cryst~lli.zation sequence 
t.s .. :ill-ust:rated i-n ___ Figures (11) ·through_ :(J5) .__ T-h~se- ·are- electron photo-
mi_:c_ro_grap_h·s :a-tid -;;1·s~·9·c,i-a.t~d diffraction pa:t--t'er-ns _of .fll.ms: -a_s---d.eposited): 
.a.nd l1ea:t- t:r~at~d a:t 600°C . ·for 4 h.our.-s_, s·oo·0 c f:or l -hour' s.oo0 c .for 
·2' ·h __ .... _ ... ·_. 
·_- --ou-rs 
- ... . . --'-
The. :e.Iect.:t·ori: diif..f-:r~cJ:-:i-oµ 
pa-tt.~i.-n of' as-deposited f·.ilms .revealed ne_ither di'iftise. -rin:g.s nqr ·ha~-9~: 
·-. 
a1i'd the transmission: .m-icro_gr_aph. ·tevea1¢·cf n-o- s tr.·uct-u:re (:f':f:gµ~e (11)) ._ 
'· 
. . 0 . .· . . . - . - .. 
H·e-a-t treatment a.t- 6.(l() C 'Pr"<?Ql1ceg: sltgh.t1.y vi-sible struc::ture and: two-
very diffuse ;ring·s- _in- the· diffraction: pattern (Ffgure, (12)) .. _. Treatment· 
at soo0c brought on contin-uous De·bye, .ririgs after -l :·h·our a~d .~ome 
intense spot·s _-wer-e. :super·-:i.mposed on the diff:racti.0~1 ::r_ings -~tft~·r, .2: h·our:s 
',fl 
_at t-J}is temper~ture- {Ftgure.s .(:13) and (14)). The electron _photomicr·ograph 
'. 
O••W • - -·- • • ... 1 ~.;..,. •• : 
..... --7'- _ _,.. . .6 ~ ~- ~.-..:._ •• _ ... ____ .' ... --~-·.· .. - •• -:-. 
.,. __ ...1 ___ _ 
"".a· . ---.·--·-__. ..... . _J. . ..;.-.. -·· _ .. _~--~- '""'-' - ·--~ ·.~ r~ . ..... -:=:--_..;.,---:-~-;_...··---~--· - -· ... ..,. ____ --- -• ··1 
in 'Flgure (13) sho.w_s .t:hat :som·e grains_. gr·ow in size 'whil.e the surrouiidi_ng 
-· 
_g-r-a-.ins. appear ·t_o be_ uµaf f:ec-ted. The appearance ·of the larger. grains 
-~_u:gg_es~~s th:~'t s..econda_ry re·cyrstalli·z-ation is taking ·place. (lG) Heat 
·treatment: a:t 1000°c m·a:de_ grain growth so e.Jtten_s1:ve- that. thin- are~s. 
•'1. 
~-. 
\ 
-
; 1: Jtilll1 ···;/!· ··\:·Tl··l11T· ··"·:Y'fl' 1r·ni/,·,1r:··r··'··'·y·{·'"' )H:iri'·'T··· 1·· 'ztUH'f\l:'1r< a: rnr 1·. ~ I f , , 
If' 
'\ . 
. .. 
•.,_,,...,,. 
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the elect~on .beam (Figure (15)) ·~ The diffraction. pattern is a mixture. 
of Debye rings and random spots fran the larger grains. 
An analysis of Fi_gures (13) and (14) revealed diffraction rings 
·of elemental silicon, but there ·~ere two diffraction lines that could a • 
not be indexed to silie,oµ (s·ee. the figures). Tl.1.E3e·e .extra :ril)gs: 
.indicate the presence- of· :;i s:econd _phase. It is· P9.~.tulateq. t'ha.t: a·. car·-
bide oxide or n.i.tride of s-i_licon is the ·.~ec-on·d .P.h:;:i.$.¢.·" 
G14) .. _ ... -(16) Collins · ·. · .~:n:d: Kumagai · et al ·:rep.otted :w.ork ·Qrt.: .e·v.:a.por:at¢d 
a11q sputtered sil_fG:Qp. r·especti vely .. They a'lJ;.:c>' found as-'.e\(apo.rat:ed: and 
·.a.s·-sputtered films to :l;:)¢ .art1or.photi.~··, ~:11:d annea.l±n~· at 650°c. w~$. req~fr~ct 
' 
' 
't:Q bring on the .first· sigil,s of 
,(Jhemical Composition. 
'The results o_f optl.cal emJ.s_s·i.on. ,;sp.ec:f.'po~fraphi·c. a:naJy.s·:i S: .are 
l.ist:~d i_n Tab·le. V. T~¢ ··t.race· am·o:unt:s .of Fe-,. ~}:,· ~-nd Cu. are expected 
Si.i)Ce parf:S c>! 'the .d~po·$·~1?j.:QD system ~,r¢. C·Ons:trucJted: from stainless 
:~:t·~¢1·, .AI,. and C.u-.. The· chamber was .p:r:eviou::;ly use.cl ·fqr the ev3:pqr·~ft.ion 
of: Att .arid the tr::tce amount found undoubtedly arises from re·sidual 
.. 
,f"" 
~ ...... _ . .A ___ ~...._,__.. ............ _;.....:... .. ~..:..-.---.-----·-., 
. . .... """- .. _.JnRteritl.,.that w.as .not- Femoved.- ·-1Phe-Mg and-Mn···1mpur1ties most-,6'prob-ably 
4_..__ ........... _·.----~---:. '.-. . . . 
come front alloying elements in the steel and Al. Due to its high vapor 
" 
pre:ss:ur·e.J Pb could. be evolved:· trom an.y v~c.uum component cont.aJ:nJ:ng it .. .~· ;, 
.., 
l' 
-. 
. '• 
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An e~ission spectrographic analysis on the tetramethylsilane 
residue found a trace of aluminum and tin·. Thus, the vapor appears 
to contribute to the aluminum fou11d in the fi.lms. 
· Gas analysis data are given in Table.VI. The re·sults. of. the 
·.·. 
·-
. c:hr·omatograph exami.nation show that the carbon, ;hydrogen, ·~d oxyge.n 
.¢.ontent of the f ilins ·fncrea se with film th_ickness. T:he-. i.nc·r·e.ase in 
carbon and. hydrq~en c-ontent -wtth th.:ickness is most prob.iib,l..y due to 
ln·creti-s·ed entrapnt~Ilt ·of carboii .and. hydrogen a toms .. t:rom: the dissociatt::q-g 
thicker. 
·The elec.tron )ni.¢~·osc.op_y·· wot)<. __ p.r.evlqu_sl-y pr·e$:ented. ·in Figures (11): 
. . 
. .. 
. 
. 
. .. 0: 
.... 0 t~_1:·:o.ugh -(15). -was: :don~ ·.tjh sam.ples between. 80_0 A and 1000 A thic~. lil 
·thts thick.n¢:s·$ -r~_n_ge the. ·~1nount of· gas entrapped is low: relative to 
th:i-ck:~r.- samples. T.h·e ent:rap}>ed gas cru ld form a second pha_s·e carbide, 
o.xide, or nitr·i·de ·with the: s·JJ-icon. Hence, the .amqµIlt. o.f ·s~~ond phase 
diJf1~.:r~1;1tiatJ.on cbilld not .be made: on· this ·~ba.:st s .·. 
___ ..,~.._,__.;:.;:-:--~--~"7~<-,_;;,. __ ~· --
·-- ..... _ 
- --~- ~ 
the experiment.~! :proceclure sec.tion d:ict.· .n·ot lea.cl t.o'- tl')Ef i_d_entificatl6n 
, . 
.of any secondary pha:.,~es. The SJ.;..·c::,. :$:i-~,. .a.nct· ·S . .f-Qstretching v·ibrat-:}qns: 
~ 
. 
. 
... · 
. . 
. 
. . 
. . 
:·w,e_i·e· not obs:erved.,. al tJ1ou:g'.h. ·t.he g:~s ::analys·i.s indica·ted that th¢:~:e ·bands 
. :may be .a:ttribute·d: t:_o the· pfe:s_"e_rice .of ~-- s~nall ·amouttt: of .the _se:cond pha-se-
l)]. ·the saipp:les • 
. _} ,,: 
)i 
\I 
ii 
I 
' . ; ,t 
,': : .. , 
::j• 
'· 
~ .. 
,, 
•, .•.. 
·, 
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.(16) (14) Composi0tion determinations on sputtered and evapoi;ated 
$1.licon films show them to be of high purity i.e. similar to the purity 
of ·the sputtering cathode or evaporation source material. The ·films 
., 
-~de by the electron beam deposition method in this investigation 
.. 
·~ :appear t.o be: .less .pure ·tJ1an those made by sp_utt.erfn_g· ~r evapor.at-ion.:-.~ 
E1:.ectri.c.a1 
Measured res-is:ttv.f:ti~s a:t various· :th:tckne'ss·es are shown iii\:. 
Ta:ble. VII for as-dep·ostted ·and ·};J.eat ·-treated films. Figures (16) 
:through (18) show th.e- elte.ct of h~~-t tr.~:a.tnien·ts-.. on the resistivity 
v~.-r:p __ lls thickness plot. The resistiv-i,ti~$ of as·-dep.osited sampies 
.Pt·otted ln Figure (16) show a mi:n_im1im of appr-'o}(im:~'t¢1y ;5: x 10~ ohm--cm 
t:o:t· film:s 1000 X to 1500 A thick· wh±l~ -t:he :reststivit±.es JJt very· thin 
t . th' . ·1:07 ·t ·10· B · 'h' -gre·a -er ·. ap. _: ·· ·-o . .. · ·.O . ~·'.'""'-pm·:,. 
have :a.ppfq~-imate:l.y half tJ1~ :i:-esistivtty .of· :the· .(i_·sc---de.posi.:t:ed ft1nf$,_ 
(j: 0 arid the :resis.·ti::v-:tJ·y mtnimum. ·is st.ill 'present in. th·e 1000· ,A t·o 150'0 A 
t:!ie.y ::bH<}din¢ measura.bl.e :and. th:eJ:r· re:s:isti v.:it.y tends t_o. level 9.+·:f :~i:t 
•, 
,,.;pptoxitnately 107: ohtn .... cm. lt appearS :that some revetSitile' damage, Wa$ 
·present in ,the thicker f ilrns au·e: to the ··ht.~h .e1e·ctro11 d·c)s·ilge the.y 
receive ~tifing deposition. • . . (t7) This is soni~W-hat similar- to ·Gre.en' s · 
~ I ' 
I obs-e·r:v-at_.i9il.: of reversible degradations i:n ·planar tr.ansistor charact:er-
,, 
:i_:sti·cs caus.ed by examination in a scanning electron microscope T He 
,. ~ . 
;.. 
:-: 
~ ', 
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.. found that degradations :ln transistor·· electrical parameters could be 
' 0 reversed by heating tlle units at 250 C with·about 95 per cent recovery 
after 4 hours at this temperature. T~i~: resis.t:ivity decrease observed 
-here coul~ not have been· caused by crystal_lization since _the electron. 
diffracti.qn and heat treati.ng. ·e~_j)eriments 'described previously preclud~ 
tlle pos·stbili ty of any s:tructur:~1 .. ch~ilge · .f.or a 309°c treatment. 
:tigure (18) shows the. resistivity versus thickness plot after 
:'he·at ·treating at. aoo0c: .for 2 hours. This treatment causes an amorphous 
t.o. poly:cryst~llin·e st-r·uc-tura.1 change in the films and a decrease in-
·re:sist~.yity ;:is. e)cpe.cted ·du~ -~o· t:.h·e orde,r.ing_ of the lattic.e .. This ·w.as 
magnitude at all :thi,¢·k;ne.ss.es-., 
•·. . 0. Fi 1m·$ .P~:low· 140:0 A h_ave. an aver.age·, .:rEfsJ,sttv.:i-ty· of .a:p·pro~J~.ni}tt:e.:ty 
10:'2 ohm-.cm ... 'f:!J.e· sllarp res·is.tiyi_ty drop· s·hown :in:· ·t_h~· previ'ous· p·f-o·t 
"· 
(Figure 17), between 25Q X and 1400 1, ha.s been annealed out • Lt wa·s 
their: -t·en·aci.ot1:s. a:dherenc~ a.1:ter :hi_gh tempeta;to..r·~- {800°C} hea:t tteat-'~ 
·nt~_l)t_. The- stro.·n-g: i)ii.-ti.al acth·e.re.1): .. ce .indicates that th·e. ·thinn·er f.iltns.'· 
. 
.,· 
·are :tig-htiy bound t·o th-e :a.m.orphous quartz substrate. ~nd-. ·t.here:fore 
p_robably high~y stre.ss·ed. Then; as subsequent l~;yers· o'f fil.m.: .g·tow-,: 
they no longer are stressed but adI?-ere normal.ly to the: 1·9w_er silf.con 
,, ... o la.ye.rs .. I.f this is -true, in the ·arnor.phoµs s.tate, 1 ·one expe:cts :~ 25·0 A 
. =t:Lim t-o have a much, hig·her .rE?-si_sti.vity than a 1400 ~ film. The 
.s.t~e,sses: pre.s·~nt ,in .J·he thinner samples i.ncrease the re sis ti vi ty of r1'tY-
:tg.~se,: :films b~y: e.n~hanc:Lng seat ter ing. · ·the decrease in film adherence 
-a:f,ter s·oo0 c· :tr.e.a'tmen·t· :indicates that flie. .. s-t.-re.ssoes· :in the lower l.a,ye:rs' 
'."·,(' ;' :_·_-~ ' 
,"1:' 
ii:'j 
' ·1 . 
I 
.. , 
, •. 
. . 
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. "' 
, . have been relieved. Hence, the reduced resistivity for s·amples below 
,• 0 
about 1400 A is due to the combined effect.of stress relief and 
·cyrstallization. 
0 0 The .. increase :in :r·esistivity between 1500 A and 4000 A .that remains 
after.crystallization is attributed to the increase in total impurity 
content with thickness and thus- an increase in either the amount of. 
. ,,.. 
,a higher resist-i vi ty. second phase or impurity scattering centers. 
(16) (14) .. Sputtered and evaporated silicon films were also reported 
4 to· ·have resistivi ties greater than 10 . ohni~crn in. the as-deposi t~q, 
dropped to b~twe.en. 1 and. J_-Q. ·ohm-cm qr ~.ppr'.oximl3tely. one ortfe.r .of 
.is .a.-$cr.i)?ed to the hi:gner· impurJ.t:y conten.t of: :t:he e.lectroq beam. 
d.epo·site.d samples. 
·-., 
·'':1 
• 
) 
of 
r: 
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I' 
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CONCLUSIONS 
'I' 
.. ,·. 
I' 
., 
·The principal conclusions from this investigation a~ summarized 
below: 
1.. Growth rate of silicon films deposited ~by the elec'.t'·ron: ·beam ,, 
., 
\i dissociation technique followed the relatiQn;. (l ljl 
!! 
r = C.PJe Q/RT ii u 
:l . j Deviations from this expression are .dUe to theoretically 
predicted saturations .• ·:~ ..,,,,. 
2.: For tetramethysilan~- .:on .-s.flJc·on :~: .collision cross sectional 
o2 
~r.ea of 3615 A for :aoo:_ vc>lt .ele,c:t.rons and a :h~.a.t- of absorption Kcal 
of 11. 61 mole were ca:ic.µlated'.. 
-3.,.. .The ,as-deposited .films are· amo·rph~,us: ··W·tt'l) re:s·i.stfvi ties in 
t·he 104 to 107 ollin:--ctn. range.• 
·~!' Post-deposition :he·a.t t_:rea.trnents at soo0 c broµgh-t: :on: crysta,.1..-
tization and ~ ·cor.res·,ponding decrease in. res'i·stJvi.ty t·o the 
·102 phm-cm raD:g~:. 
present in· th.e t~j.c·ktrr films can be anne .. aJe.q. out e: 
6. The im_puri_;t;y cont:ent ( hydrocarbo1' and. se'c:ond. _phas·e) ·:increases 
as tl1e films grow. This causes: ... th~ ~~:$:ls:tivit)t to increase 
,· 
:with thickness •. 
. "'· 
·~ .. · 
/ 
- -, 
-·~2::. 
.. : .. 
, .. 
..:.·, 
111 I ' 7 Ir: 1 I I 11 r:rl: 
• I 
·• .. - I' 
TABLE I 
Da~a at a Vapor Pressure of 3.o·~ Hg and a Current 
Density of 5.0 ma/cm2 Used to Calculate Heat of 
Adsorption 
,. 
-11 Q/RT 
r - (18.3 x 10 ) cre 
lh r - Q/R (1/T) + ln f 18,36 x 1o~11)aJ 
41~; 2 
• 42 ... 7~-8 -
413 ·2:··42: .. .. . ..-1sq .--
443 2-'26' 
.. ~ ... ,' •. a:10. ~ 
443· :2 .:2-6: 
·.. .- . 
•. ·4·02· 
473 2 • ··10 
• 
{Q:2 
-2 
473 2:. 10 
• 
:13:g' 
-1 .... 
·"' 
· '·'" · ' ··-··1,---~- · '· · •.• ,,. .. -~-;--_,... •. · -~---·· · 00·• · -~· ..... , · • -·---.-
/ . 
· 22:6: 
. .. , . -
.• )2:88. I 
: 994 . . . .· • .. 
• 
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Sample 
# 
1 
2· 
3 
4 
:$· 
'6· 
·7 
8. 
.9 
·10· 
1:1 
.l:2: 
Temperature 
) 
T(°K) 
413 
413-
....... · ... 
4·:13· 
4:1.:3_. 
4·_4·3·: 
·44·3 
443 
443 
473 
.473: 
4.'7:'-3: 
_473· 
:StliQmriry· :O.'f: t.lt~: CaJ·c.ti,lation of Colli·s.i.on Cross Sect.ion 
Growth Rate 
r(.A_/sec.) 
-
.407 
.i~'.•: .17_5 
'593 . . . 
.a·90 
.2:20 
.482: 
.:iss 
.:48f3' 
-130 . . . .. 
-=204-•:- ... ' .. 
.104 
•.. a10. 
:1, 
Vapor Pressure 
p(µ, Hg) 
3.0 
·3 .,=0 
2 .. 0·: 
4- •. :o 
.:-3· •.. o: 
:·3 ..• o 
:2: .•. 9· 
4 /() 
·3 .• Q 
a:.o 
:2:: •. 0: 
4~0 
43377 
12 
' . . . 0 
= 3615= A 
2 2 
ni,cr - (lli') 
·--. :·-, 
- 3.62 x 104 A4 
n(n-1) 
o2 
442 A 
Current Density 
J(ma/cm2) 
.... 
3.0 
8.0 
s:-.o 
. ... 
:5.,0 
. ;, .. ·, ~-· 
:a .• :o· 
8.:0·-
:5.t): 
=5.,-0:_ 
.3.: •. () 
.a .•. o·: 
·s-·o 
-• ... 
5= .• ·o: 
: :,. 
Exponential 
eQlRT·x· 10-5 
13.96 
13.96 
13.96 
. 
13.96 
5 •. 35: 
·s.a:s 
·5 .• :35 
5-.35 
2.31 
2.31 
. 
2.31 
2.3.i 
Collision 
Cross Section · 
cr <l 2> 
2653 
2872 
3472 
2620 
3746 
3074 
2832 (A) m 
3720 
5120 
3016 
3688 
6558 
r.a = 43377 
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TAl3LE Ill 
........ 
.. Growth Rate Data at 1·a Constant Vapor Pressure of 3.0 µ, Hg 
~-j 
Substrate Beam Film Deposition Growth _/ 
-
Temperature Current Density Thickness Time Rate 
(OC) (ma/cm2) 0 Cl/sec.) (A) (sec.-) 
., 
:140_, 1.0 ·,_: ·700 3600 .195 
·140 .. 3 :o. 
. . .. 1100 :2.700 .407 
140 S.~o 4300 .5400 
• 
798 
140 :'.8:.0' 3200 2700 1 • 115 
140 :J-c) .• () 2500 1800 1 .390 
; 
,. 
11p. .. :f.-o· 
.. .. 400 5400 ._.074 
•.•, 
.170 :a .• -.Q .s.oo· 3600 .. 222 
l70 :5-.'o· /. 1000 2700 .370 .. iii .. 
170 -~-•. 0 .1,30·0: 2700- .482 
.. 
l,70: 1.0.0 l3Q.(J: 'tso.o • 723 
:.i·oo. l .·o 20()-' . . -72·00 
.028 . : . . . ' . . ; . . . •' 
200: '3.0, ::9.50· :\ 720.0 130 . . : -... . r: .. • 
:200. 5.Q: :550 5:400 
• 
102 
200 s·:. 0 :1100 5400 
• 
204 
. . ·, . •" 
200 :.1_0 .• P· 100·0 3600· 
• 
278 
. ... 
,-
., 
.. 
TABL! lV 
. 
. . 2 qr·9wt)}: ·aa_t:e .. ,Da.t:a_: a:t a Constant Current Denstty of. s:.o ma/cm 
Substrate 
Temperature 
(OC) 
.. 
., 
l 
.110 
.l-40. 
.l_-4Q 
1"40 
14-0·. 
J:4() 
.-i-10 
'-.': .· ... 
17() 
:i:70 
1:10: 
170.: 
". 
2_00· 
:20:Q. 
20.0 
:-200 
:200~ 
.. 
Vapor 
Pressure 
(µ. Hg) 
0 .6 
1-·o.· .. ' . 
. :2:,.0 
-3·-·"0· . . .
4 .;o. 
-5-.o: 
l._.o: 
-2.:0: 
'3.0: 
·4 .• 0 
:5.-Q: 
1.:0: 
.2 .• ,0 
.3. ,·._·Q._: 
. ' .•... 
4 ... Q 
·5.0: 
" Film 
Thickness 
<l> 
800 
1000 
1600 
2000 
1600 
-:55.o.o·. 
·100 
.. 
10.00: 
145:0 
l750: 
·2500: 
3'50 
.. · .. ·.'.· . 
75.o: 
'7"00: 
I5<)(l 
,1~:o·o· 
-Deposition 
'Time 
(sec.) 
/} 
·3s_oo. 
3600. 
.2700 
2700 
1800 
4700 
·540.Q: 
5400 
:36"00:' 
::36QQ:. 
3600 
7-·2.o:o 
72.0-Q; 
:540(:l 
.-· . . 
- . 
:5400. 
:3.~_0.0 
Growth 
Rate 
8 (A/sec.) 
.222 
.278 
.593 
• 750 
..8:9.0 
l".• ~6-0 
.129 
I 
.185 
402 . . 
.. 4S:6 
.6.9.5 
.,:047 
..to4 .... ,•' .. 
.1·3-g 
.. :2.1s 
.. . .. 
_390· :• . ' ' 
[ 
•• -t. !~ 
..;,..; 
... 
- --·------· -'-··---- ------'-· --··--- ',.,_ . . __ .,_ --.~ __ .. -' 
-
. -r· ' 
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~ ·: TABLE V 
• Summary of Optical Emission Spectrographic Da.t:a 
Elements Not Detected for the Detection Lim.its Glven(ppm:): 
Ag <l 
As <1000 
B <lQ 
Bi- <to· 
-~:p <100 
Cr <10 
Ge <100 
.Hg <100.0 
Mu <100 
Na <lOOQ 
·z-n <1000 
.NJ. <l(lO: 
S.b ·<iQo.o. 
·s·n ... 100 ~ .<.· .... 
.Ti <)J>O 
El'.'eme_rits Detected ·Qv.~r ·The· C·o1tc-e·i1trat,=ion Ranges Givep.(ppm) 
~· . ' ' 
Al to·o-1000 . •. . . ,. 
. 
. 
,· .ca. :10J1 
cu. :10 -100· 
.·.F~ .JOO 
Mg 100. 
Mn ·10 
Pb 1.0 
·s .. ; 1 
: .. 
.i 
. 
'· 
:.\ 
'\., 
,<-e,·. . 
····---".-'-1.-,'b ~-~-·--
', '.",; 
t 
.,;;, 
•.: . 
::•.' 
t •' ~ . 
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TABLE VI 
2 ... 
. Gas content of i!i.ltnS Prepal"eci ·at Sl.lbstrate Temperature of. 14o0 c f.or $.Q inll/Cnt .· Curr~n.t Density 
a-rtd_ 4· .:0 µ,:,. Hg -Vapor .Pressu:r:-e·.: 
Film 
Thickness 
0 (A) 
800 
1800 
·2300 
3,700 
•:. . . . .. 
... 
Wt% 
Hydrogen 
.1 .. 3 
1.8 
1.2 
5_.2, 
·w-t. -% 
:oxyge.r1 
·7.-8• 
9 .• ,:6: 
10·- 2: . 
.... . •.. 
·1:·1·· 2··: 
. ·. .. ... 
l0 . .-8.-
l.2: -:-3 
Wt% 
.Nitrogen 
7 .-9 
.. 7.--o· 
Wt% 
Methane 
-:0:.:,1.:9·, 
.0 .• 31 
-0 41 
•. !9. . . . .. 
Wt% 
Carbon 
5.·6. 
7·.6 
l··o- 4' ,. .· . · ... ·:• .. 
·=1-Q •. J. 
-
Total Wt% 
. of Gas 
22.6. 
.27.3 
26.3 
28.8 
33.4 
36.5 
• 
~ 
~ . 
i 
i 
I -! . 
1 
. : 
.. 
}'. 
,., 
Film· 
Thickness 
<l> 
} 
.2·50 
400 
600 
800 
_;,.,-.... 
900 
1200 
1400 
1600 
;'ii. 
1800 
2000 
·2400 
2500 
3400 
·, 
...... •.. 
·.3700 
.. 
5500 
! 
' ;· 
.,. 
l 
i 1· 
\· 
TABLE VII 
:Res.i,s·tiv-i ty Data Before and After H·ea.:t: Treatments 
~-.Resistivity of Resistivity After As-Deposited .Fi.lms. 300°c 12 Hour Trea tme·n.t, (ohm-cm) (ohm-cm) 
-+7 
.+7· 
·>· ,l.09 x· 10· 4·.21 ,c. .10 .. 
4 .:t76 X ·10+6: 1.13 X ·. +·6 IO · ... 
.. 
l.!1.3 X 10+0· 4.40 X 10+5 l 
1.06 X 10+5 2.48 X 10+·4_ 
6.4l2 ~ lO+S. 5.17 X 10+4 
·7 ... 32. X· ·.10+4 1.76 X 10+4 
+-4: 
+4 2 .:$1 ·x lQ .. 1~25 X 10 
:3.3'1 x. 10+4 7.0 X 10+ 4 
l.~2 X 10+5 :6·.52 X 10+!5-. 
3.28 X 10+6 
·3 .. _.57: X 
.•...... 
·lo_+{;;: 
. . 
I 
10+7 lO+G· 2.89 X 1.01 X 
i 
10+7 10+6 s.9P X 4.95 X i 
I 
> 1 0~ • I X 10+8 8.50 X 10+6-
I 
i 10+8 .. ·+7 > 1.16 X 1.25 X .10 i 
.. 
. \ +8 ,. .. l0:+·7 · .> 
0 2 .40 X 10 1. 7.9 x·· 
~> 
~ ._--! Resistivity After :(,·: 
<-:'·i ;• ·_, soo0 c 2 Hour Treatment (ohm-cm) ... 
+2 4.37 X 10 
4·7 .4 
1.22 X 10+2 
. 
10+2 :~ 3.01 X ..... 
58.2 
.... -.... 
1.72 X 10+2 
\ 
+2 2.43 X 10 J ' 
7.22 X 10~2 
1.13 X 10+3 
8.14 X 10+3' 
4.63 X 10+4 
3.46 X 10+4 
1.22 X 10+5 
2.76 X 10+5 
1· 
3.32 X 10+5 
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